
E-Poetry 2011 

 

At the cruelest nadir of the Northeast's pseudo-Spring weather, E-Poetry flourished for its tenth 

anniversary in Buffalo, NY, under the inspired tutelage of its originating force-of-supernature, Loss (not-

so-)Pequeño (but definitely-in-trim-)Glazier. I was anxious about E-Poetry. How will eAnything survive 

when everything is eEverything and when i&I are iEveryone@Ubiquitous.Inc? In a more active and 

theory-sharp market, Digital Art seems to have gone the way of the elves, and there is only Art left 

under the sphere of the moon. For the opening of my own presentation, I read an interpretative 

translation adapted from a famous 'primitivist' (~=luddite) passage of the _Zhuangzi_, 'Heaven and 

Earth' chapter (4th c. BCE, main title often _Chuang-tzu_ in the US-favored romanization): 

 

I was getting back from a conference on the west coast when I overtook an older intellectual 

colleague struggling up subway stairs with one of those larger carry-ons, clearly heavy with 

books. The work to reading-pleasure ratio didn’t look good to me. “You know we have devices 

for that now,” I said. “Reading needn’t be heavy lifting. Thousands of pages in a slim digital 

portfolio. Why don’t your get yourself one.” The older man looked up at me. “How’s that?” 

“Computer and mass storage behind a page-sized touch-screen. A handy window on acres of 

print. Surely you’ve heard of the iPad.” The face of the older man clouded over with rage and 

wry bitterness. “Someone older and wiser than I am once suggested to me that people who use 

iThings end up doing iActs and that anyone who iActs ends up having an iMind. Any body with 

an iMind is no longer a plain old some body. And if I can’t be a plain old some body, how am I 

ever going settle down with my thoughts and memories, and let things take me where they will. 

It’s not that I don’t know about iThings, but it would kill me to become one.” 

 

 

iPad here translates my old friend the wellsweep or shadoof, a mark that I keep with me to express the 

ambiguous, co-constitutive relationship that we must maintain with technics, especially when we are 

seriously under threat from cultural vectors wielding unprecedented power and influence: Amazon, 

Google, Facebook. The better part of my own presentation attempted to give e-poets good reason to 

trouble these vectors, to fight to keep them open and aesthetic. It's a struggle on behalf of language 

because language, as a commons, is being enclosed by black-box algorithms in the service of the 

commercialized and grammatized (stunned, rendered naked, categorized and pared-down 

socioeconomically and sociopolitically) desires that we know all too well as those channeled by 

advertising. AmGoFa reach their robot hands into the personal organ-bearing cavities of our language 

bodies—the material being of our subject formation—and extract key, desire-autographed phrases for 

their data farms. We must allow them to discover, we must _insist_ that they discover, the poetry there, 

poetry that will radically disrupt the nets of desire they are building to ensnare us. 

 

Sorry, back to what really happened. Whereas I was anxious, our community responded. Those 

practitioners who have participated in E-Poetry since its inception gave performances and presentations 

that were stronger than ever, if no less eclectic and aesthetically disparate: a career-best performance 

from Wilton Azevedo; Talan Memmot with DJ Snodgrass; Judd Morrissey and Mark Jeffrey with site-



tailored performance from their Precession; Philippe Bootz, Chris Funkhouser and Maria Mencia all 

continuing to build their bodies of work and theory; Jörg Piringer and Eugenio Tisselli with superlative 

performances in their contrasting styles; Jerome Fletcher's thoughtful and layered meditations; Sandy 

Baldwin still and all the world's most poetic and fluent theorist; Loss Pequeño Glazier's living poetics 

inflected by arraylists. I can't list and comment on it all, but need recall that Alan Sondheim was sorely 

missed, having had to pull out due to illness. Longstanding supporters, better-known as poets _per se_, 

cris cheek (impluperfections) and especially Charles Bernstein but also younger poetic practitioners 

veering into our media—Erin Costello of Springgun Press; Sandra Huber's poetic visualizations of sleep—

gave us evidence of generative engagement, showing that E-Poetry has proven itself not only a 

welcoming but also a necessary arena. Bernstein performed a strong, if conventional, reading, such as 

we love to hear from him, while in his keynote he reminded us of how the recorded voice is, in a sense, 

also a new media system for poetry and poetics, one that allows orality to be touchingly marked (with 

something like the punctum of Barthes' lucid camera) as being within the textual condition, the 

condition of writing, where the presence effect of an author is with us and the author is not. While 

Bernstein was front and center, those discursive contributions that did not engage with other languages 

were somewhat corralled. E-Poetry is a festival first and conference second. Yet we need to keep our 

discursive colleagues with us. They party with the best of us. Of those more discursive contributions that 

did address other languages and their e-poetries those presentations by Yves Abrioux 'The Poetics of 

Translating E-Literature' and Manuel Portela 'Google Earth: A Poem for Voice and Internet' stood out for 

me. 

 

What excited me most were the contributions from younger practitioners. This was an explicit focal 

theme of the festival and a huge debt of gratitude is owed to the organizers for making this happen. 

Jhave, aka David Jhave Johnston, is the Rimbaud of E-Poetry and should lead us all into a North Africa 

drenched with ecstatic abjection. Claire Donato and Jeff Johnson know that "E-Poetry is Special 

America." The brothers LeMieux (Stephen and Patrick) investigate the cinematic poetics of silent reading 

and games to change the way we think and read, respectively (or interrespectively). JR Carpenter is still 

the E-Writer-most-likely. Unless, that is, Samantha Gorman and Danny Cannizzaro first produce the 

perfect marriage of interface and novella on a mobile device that is coming to somewhere near you 

(except that it's already in your pocket). Stephanie Boluk, meanwhile, will be reminding us that we have 

to have been keeping an eye on the art world where our mediated conceptual gestures are old hat: 

there is poetry in art language, and has been for some time now. And this all without mentioning a 

fantastic evening of quick-fire 'statements' at the downtown Sugar City Dialogs. 

 

How do we allow these younger practitioners to reform and refashion E-Poetry? After the excitement, 

this is also what concerns me most. The constituencies of E-Poetry have alway been diverse and the 

newly current vectors are no less diverse. However, they are also differently and more strongly allied 

with other formations in contemporary art and culture, and these might well apply forces that could 

tear E-Poetry to pieces in a theory-practice Bacchanal. Perhaps that's what we need. Either that or find 

the way to let these parties come to us. 

 



Not that our partying isn't always already exemplary and hot, hot, hot. On an evening when Lawrence 

Upton and John Drever proved once more that you can vocalize and sonify _anything_ as (e-)poetry, we 

heard a performance by Joan La Barbara (!) and danced (!!) to TELMARY & LA MAMACITA.  
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